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Abstract

This paper aims to perform a review of different accounting frameworks, including indicators and metrics applicable to the social business sector, discussing the strengths and the weaknesses of different approaches in relationship to their ability to respond to objectives and interests of different stakeholders in the social business ecosystem. Then, the paper discusses the key role that indicators and metrics could play in the light of the transformations that the social business sector is witnessing, such as the emergence of new financial supply chains and the entrance of new relevant players.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade, relevant social problems started to seriously afflict the so-called developed economies, challenging policy makers at the international level. The worldwide financial crisis has dampened the world economy, generating problems of financial sustainability to private and public organizations (Sgherri and Zoli 2009; Reinhart and Rogoff 2010). The governments in many countries had to face critical issues such as a general decrease of families’ income, growing level of unemployment especially for vulnerable groups (such as women, youth, immigrants), need of cutting social programs (like education, health care, work benefits) to preserve financial sustainability (Vis et al. 2011; Karanikolos et al. 2013). At the same time, the situation has not improved for developing countries, that still face huge social problems such as economic poverty, hunger, unsafe water supplies, poor education systems, poor sanitation (Brinkman et al. 2009; OECD 2014; Santos 2012; Seelos and Mair 2005; World Bank 2003).

One of the options that have been proposed to tackle these challenges is represented by social business, that has been defined as a market based arrangement whose primarily focus is on the pursuit of social and environmental objectives, however, ensuring, at least, the reimbursement of the investment (Austin, Stevenson, and Wei-Skillern 2006; Yunus 2007; Yunus et al. 2010). In this respect, social business is conceived as a new form of entrepreneurial initiative that joins the social purpose traditionally associated to the not for profit sector with the creation of economic value traditionally associated to for profit organizations (Wilson and Post 2013; Auerswald 2009; Leadbeter 2007; Alter 2006; Austin, Stevenson, and Wei-Skillern 2006).

This idea has attracted the attention of many different players in the economic system since there is some preliminary evidence that’s social business initiatives can actually pay off, socially and financially (Wilson and Post 2013; Karamchandani, Kubzansky and Frandano 2009; Freireich and Fulton 2009). On the one hand, new forms of organizations with the specific aim of developing social business - i.e. the so called Social Enterprises - emerged and grew rapidly in numbers. According to the European Commission, the social economy includes 2 million enterprises (i.e., 10 % of all European businesses) and employs over 14.5 million employees (i.e., 6.5 % of working population of the EU-27 and about 7.4 % in EU-15 countries) (European Commission 2013).

On the other hand, also profit and not for profit organizations started to find a potential role in social business. The former, in fact, saw the opportunity to invest in social business, as a possible way to exploit new synergies between financial and social performances and to redefine their corporate social responsibility strategies (Crowther and Reis 2011; Sinkovics et al. 2014). The latter recognized the ability of social business of dealing effectively with the social problems, being more sustainable in financial terms (Santos 2012; Seelos and Mair 2005).
Despite the enthusiasm raised by its origin, social business initiatives still struggle to survive and grow, because they have to deal with a progressive reconfiguration that is taking place in the social business ecosystem that requires a change of mindset from the operators as well as the adoption of new managerial tools. In many countries, in fact, the social sector is witnessing to the rise of new financial supply chains that play a crucial role in funding the provision of social services (and, therefore, the organizations implicated in it). This new scenario is characterized by the presence of new actors, such as new financial intermediaries (Grabenwarted and Liechtenstein 2012; Bugg-Levine and Emerson 2011), public actors that are changing their procurement practices (Sethi 2005; Achleitner et al. 2011), social impact investors (Jansson and Biel 2011; Chan et al. 2010; Glänzel, Schmitz, and Mildenberger 2012), that are those that now fund social service providers in a consistent way. This reconfiguration obviously requires the organizations that wants to operate in the social business to pay attention to their “revenues stream”, and understand how to increase it building a cooperative relationship with the above actors.

Concerning this issue, different authors identified the poor understanding of value generated amongst the stakeholders and the rise of tensions and conflicts in meeting both the financial and the social bottom line as critical barriers to the growth of the social business sector (Bull and Crompton 2006; Marks and Hunter 2007; Nicholls, 2010a). In order to capture this value and demonstrate the impact of social business organizations, accounting frameworks are needed, for supporting the communication and the interaction between all the actors. Though this problem is not new in the accounting literature - since it has been addressed in the field of social accounting (Mathews 1997; Richmond, Mook and Quarter 2003) - a consolidated framework consistent with social business specific characteristics is still missing (EU 2014; Arena, Azzone, and Bengo 2015; Sacks 2002).

The lack of a recognized accounting framework with credible indicators and metrics is seriously limiting the capacity of social business organizations to compete in this new socio-economic scenario at different levels. First, it limits the ability of social business organizations to attract investments and donations, since potential investors / donors do not have reliable and recognized instruments to evaluate the potential and the results of their investment and compare them against other investment options (Marks and Hunter 2007; Plotnieks 2014). Second, the lack of shared indicators and metrics limits the possibility for social business organizations to obtain policy makers’ support, because policy makers struggle to evaluate the impact of social business projects and activities on both the society and public finance (Paton 2003; Saltuk 2014). Finally, it limits the ability of the managers themselves in planning and controlling their operational activities and communicating with the broad range of stakeholders (Nicholls 2009; Alexander, Brudney, and Yang 2010).

To address this problem, this paper aims to perform a review of different accounting frameworks, indicators and metrics applicable to the social business sector, discussing the strengths and the weaknesses of different approaches in connection to their ability to respond to objectives and information needs of different
stakeholders. To this aim, the paper positions the problem of measuring social business performance in the social accounting discourse, and analyses what are the main stakeholders’ objectives and informative needs in the field of social business. Then it reviews the state of the art literature concerning indicators and metrics for measuring social business results, to show how these instruments are developing and discuss which areas could be improved in order to address the interests of different stakeholders.

The rest of the paper is articulated as follows. Section two presents the research framework, section three outlines the information needs of different stakeholders; section four presents the research method; section five presents the results of the literature review. Then, section six discusses the research finding and concludes with a possible agenda for future research.

2. Social accounting and social business

In the field of Social Accounting, researchers already addressed the problem of the pervasive role of the system of stakeholders and their multi-dimensional interests in informing accounting mechanisms.

Social accounting has its origins in the early 1970s, when it was referred to as either environmental accounting or social and environmental accounting, reflecting its concerns with the impact of the organization on the natural environment (Bebbington et al. 1999, Gray et al. 1996, Mathews 1997). Gradually, the emphasis on the environmental impact has shifted to a broader range of social concerns as it is highlighted in a recent definition of social accounting as “a systematic analysis of the effects of an organization on its communities of interest or stakeholders, with stakeholder input as part of the data that are analyzed for the accounting statement” (Mook and Quarter 2003).

Social accounting is based on the idea of integrating the information needs of different stakeholders and balancing their different social and economic objectives (Gray 2002; Mathews 2004). Based on the theoretical foundation of social constructivism, stakeholders are seen as a key players in the construction of the organization itself (Gray 1997), reflecting the interaction between the organization and its environs (Guba and Lincoln, 1989). Social accounting reflects the “core values” of the organization, which, in turns, reflects the core values of stakeholders. Hence social accounting mirrors the interests of stakeholders (Wendt 1999; Nicholls, 2010b), synthetizing the views of different actors and balancing or negotiating between competing interests and expectations (Sefton, 2000).

In this process of reciprocal influence, a stakeholder can be privileged compared to others, by influencing even more the aforementioned interplay. From this perspective, social accounting might become a sort of “public relations tool” which is adopted to win (or maintain) the approval of those stakeholders whose continued support is crucial for the perceived legitimacy of an organization’s activities (Bebbington, Unerman, and O'Dwyer 2014; Bebbington and Gray 2001). If this is the case, practices of social accounting
might be perceived as addressing the interests of the most powerful stakeholders, while marginalizing the interests and needs of less powerful ones.

Moving from these premises, the analysis of social accounting literature highlights the coexistence of three different problems that are particularly relevant in the field of social business.

The first is an issue referring to the multi-stakeholder orientation of social accounting, which requires a definition of “social account” – i.e. the account of corporate activity containing a combination of financial and nonfinancial information - based upon the views of different stakeholders (Gray 2000). Social accounting scholars discuss the need of empowering the broadest range of stakeholder through stakeholder engagement (O'Dwyer 2005, Gray 2002, Thomson & Bebbington 2005), and advance the ideals of stakeholder representativeness and influence extending the accountability and transparency of organisations (Lehman 1995, Owen and Swift 2001).

The second problem is explained by different stakeholders having different and sometimes contrasting objectives; based on these objectives they have also different information needs (Wilson 2014; Richmond, Mook and Quarter 2003; Preston and Donaldson 1995). Hence, an organization should map different stakeholders’ expectations, objectives and interests, in order to develop a different set of possible metrics (Herman and Renz, 1997; Fletcher et al. 2003) and reduce the asymmetries between the organisation and its stakeholders (Gray et al. 1997, Gao and Zhang 2006).

Finally, any system of social accounting has the potential of transferring power from one stakeholder to another (EC 2014) and from an organization to its stakeholders (Freeman 1994, Donaldson 1995, Friedman 2002, Richmond, Mook and Quarter 2003). The information flow influences and is influenced by the balance of powers among the actors (the power of parties to demand it and/or the willingness/desire of an organisation to provide it Stone 1975; Gray et al. 1997). This balance between powers also interacts with law or quasi-law processes (Gray 2001) that, under some circumstances, might influence the information flows in different ways (for instance by setting some minimum requirements).

All these three issues are particularly relevant in connection to social business, which is characterized by a complex stakeholders’ system where different actors can easily have contrasting objectives. Furthermore, the balance of power between different actors is very fluid, since the regulatory framework is still fragmented and the system of values of social business ecosystems are constantly evolving. Hence, the problem of identifying what accounting frameworks are more suitable to answer social business specific features appears particularly relevant and is derived by an analysis of the interests of different groups of stakeholders (Nicholls 2009).
Moving from these considerations, the next section maps the interests of the main groups of stakeholders while section four analyses the existing accounting frameworks, indicators and metrics used to measure SB values and underlining as these approaches respond to the stakeholders needs.

3. The stakeholders’ information needs

In this section, the paper discusses different information needs associated to three broad categories of stakeholders /actors that play a significant role in the “social business ecosystem”: different types of funders (including investors and other funders like charities, foundations); policy makers and decision makers in social business organizations. As follows, are analysed the stakeholders’ interests based on the idea that when choosing any metrics or developing a new one, it is important to take into account what purpose these metrics will serve (Plotnieks 2014).

The first category of stakeholders includes different social business funders distinguishing between private/institutional investors and grant-makers (charities, foundations...). The private and institutional investors put resources in a social business initiative in order to obtain a financial and a social return (Bugg-Levine and Emerson 2011; Hebb 2013; Jackson 2013). Hence, investors in social business should be able to recognize the financial and social impact determined by their investments. To this aim, traditional approaches tend to underestimate the return of an investment in social business, since the contribution to social value creation is disregarded by traditional financial markets, though it is generally recognized that the socio-economic development leads the financial growth. In the case of social business, an investment’s pay off is, in fact, constituted by two components - the financial and the social one - however only the former is actually quantified and used to compare the investment returns against those associated by different asset classes. This situation leads to the need embracing approaches that could better capture the impact produced by a social business organization in both social and financial terms. The grant-makers, on the other hand, have different interests, since the financial return from grants is by definition zero. Hence, this type of funders generally wish to measure the social impact achieved by a social business organization and the cost for achieving that impact in order to compare the performance of a specific initiative with different projects / initiatives pursuing similar goals. (Chan et al. 2009).

The second category of stakeholders includes policy makers (such as central governments and international policy bodies). Policy makers have an articulated relationship with social business organizations. On the one hand, they are up to define policies that could (or could not) support social business initiatives (Saltuk 2014). Governments, for instance, can create an environment favorable to social entrepreneurship (Paton 2003), by defining rules and regulations that simplify business operations for social business organization. Furthermore, public support is essential in building community awareness and trust in connection to social business (Korosec and Berman 2006). From this perspective, policy makers need indicators and metrics to assess the potential contribution of social business and evaluate the impact of these policies for communities
and citizens, and the central government. On the other hand, central Governments can finance social business organizations directly, by subcontracting some social services or participating as a partner in carrying out a social program. From this perspective, they have to be able to evaluate the results of the subcontracting organizations in term of the services quality and demonstrate the impact generated by social programs that have been developed (SEC 2011; Hyndman and McMahon 2011; G8 2014).

Finally, the third category of stakeholders includes decision makers in social business organizations which could be a social entrepreneur or other managers (henceforth decision makers). For these actors, the achievement of the social mission is clearly the heart of a social business initiative and it passes through the management of day by day operations (Ormiston and Seymour 2011). To achieve their social mission, decision makers need to monitor how operations are run, understand how to improve effectiveness in the service delivery, monitor the social impact, and interact and communicate with all the above stakeholders. From this perspective, they need indicators and metrics to support internal decision making processes, guide their choices and improve effectiveness and efficiency of business operations. Furthermore, indicators and metrics could enhance accountability and support the achievement of legitimacy with the broad range of stakeholders (Dart and Grant 2004; Kendall and Knapp 2000a; Paton 2003; Alexander, Brudney, and Yang 2010).

3 Research method

To map instruments currently used to define a indicators and metrics for social business a scoping literature review was performed (Arksey and O’Malley 2005). This approach was selected because it is considered particularly suitable when the review is aimed to outline the current state of the art in an area of interest, that cannot be closely defined, and identify gaps where further research is required. The scoping review may be contrasted with the systematic review, because the latter is more restricted in focus: the systematic review aims to provide answers to questions from a relatively narrow range of quality assessed studies, whilst a scoping study is less likely to seek to address very specific research questions nor to assess the quality of included studies (Arksey and O’Malley 2005).

These characteristics of a scoping literature review are coherent with the features of the area under investigation: social business per se is a dynamic and fuzzy concept (Peredo et al. 2006) and many approaches to social business performance measurement have originated in different disciplines / fields, such as management accounting, operations management, social responsibility and sustainability, and have been then “borrowed” and adapted in more recent literature dealing with not for profit sector and international cooperation, social enterprise and social business, impact finance and impact investing (G8 2014). Furthermore, some models and approaches have originated in the practice, being only later formalized from a theoretical perspective (Hornsby 2012)
Moving from these considerations, the scoping review was performed following the protocol suggested by Arksey and O’Malley (2005), that consists of five steps: (1) identifying the questions; (2) identifying relevant literature; (3) selecting the literature; (4) charting the data; and (5) collating, summarizing and reporting the results (see Table 1 for details).

[Please Insert Table 1 here]

The approaches highlighted by the literature review were categorized into three groups of contributions (see Figure 1). The first group, synthetic indicators, includes models that leads to the construction of a synthetic indicator aimed to measure social value creation. The second group of contributions, process based approaches, includes models that focus on the process of “production” of a social service / product, articulating the analysis of social business performance in inputs-outputs-outcomes and impacts. Finally the third group, dashboards and scorecards, includes models aimed to provide a picture of the results of an organization aimed to social business, according to different performance dimensions, that are considered representative of the results of the organization.

[Please Insert Figure 1 here]

4 Results of the review

Different contributions were organized into three groups, based on the key characteristics of the analysed approaches / frameworks. As follows, the three streams of references are presented, highlighting the context in which these approaches originated (e.g. not for profit organization, or social enterprises, or impact finance initiatives) and the key similarities and differences in the proposed approaches, as well as their main contribution in terms of ability to define indicators and metrics.

4.1 Synthetic measures

The first group of models includes approaches that lead to the calculation of a synthetic indicator/metrics to provide a measure of the global performance of a social organization.

These approaches focus on the final outcome of a social business organizations, even if some of them take their move from inputs-outputs-outcomes models (NEF 2007) or, more in general, from the process of value
creation by social business (Sacks 2002; Grabenwarter and Liechtenstein 2011). At any rate, the final result is a synthetic indicator/metric of the value created from an economic, environmental and social perspective.

Among these models, the most famous is SROI, developed by the Roberts Enterprise Development Fund (REDF) for social enterprises and tested by the New Economics Foundation (NEF) in 2007. SROI is defined as a form of adjusted cost-benefit analysis that takes into account, in a more holistic way, different types of impacts that social programmes may determine (Lawlor 2009). Like more traditional cost-benefit analysis, SROI combines the discounted cash flows associated to benefits and costs related to a certain activity over a certain period of time (Lyon et al. 2010). In particular, it is defined by the following formula:

\[
\text{SROI} = \frac{\text{Net Present Value of Benefits}}{\text{Net Present Value of Investment}}
\]

Hence, it requires to review and synthesize the inputs, outputs, outcomes and impacts made and experienced by the stakeholders of an organization in relation to its activities, and assigning a monetary value to social, economic and environmental benefits and costs created by an organisation. SROI measurement should be matched by qualitative evidence based on stakeholder inquiry, wherein the stakeholder is defined as ‘people or organisations that experience change, whether positive or negative, as a result of the activity being analysed (Nicholls et al. 2009).

In order to estimate the positive (or negative) social value of non-traded, nonmarket goods the use of financial proxies is the main attraction in deciding to use the SROI approach (Flockhart 2005). SROI measures the value of social benefits created by an organisation, in relation to the relative cost of achieving those benefits (Rotheroe and Richards 2007).

A further synthetic indicator is the Local Multiplier 3 (LM 3) developed by Sacks (2002) for NEF. LM3 is based on the concept that an economic multiplier effect describes the impact that spending has in the economy, taking into consideration the knock-on effects. The “multiplier” is an economic concept: a higher proportion of money re-spent in the local economy means a higher multiplier effect because more income is generated for local people. More income retained locally, or nationally, means more jobs, higher pay and more tax revenue for government, all of which may lead to better living standards. The measuring process is articulated into three steps: (1) identifying a source of income, (2) following how it is spent and (3) following how it is re-spent within a defined geographic area (local economy).

Finally, Grabenwarter and Liechtenstein (2011) propose the Gamma Model, that originates in the social impact investing field with the aim to design a system to define a synthetic indicator to measure social or environmental impacts consistently with the financial market standards. The model grounds in the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) and integrates the concept of social and/or environmental impact into an investment’s overall return equation, deriving the gamma factor, that is a synthetic measure of the value created by an impact investment. In particular, the model splits the impact metrics into the impact objectives
at investment level as indicators performance indicators (KPIs) and the performance of investment through an “impact-adjusted return”. Then, it proposes the use of impact performance indicators as input factors for impact investment performance indicators, i.e. the impact performance indicators, from the point of view of manager, express the quality of investment selection decisions based on the impact performance. In this way, it defines an integrated measure for financial and impact-investing performance at portfolio level respecting the freedom for meaningful KPIs for the individual organizations.

4.2 Process based models

The second group of models focuses on the process of “production” of a social service / product, articulating indicators and metrics into inputs-outputs-outcomes and impacts.

This stream of literature originates in the public sector, where public administrations performances are usually assessed through the so-called three Es framework: economy, efficiency, and effectiveness, based upon an input, output, and outcome model (Flynn 1997; Rose, 1999; Carter, Klein, and Day 1995; Perrin 1998; Smith 1995; Heinrich 2002). In recent years, a few authors adapted and applied these models to social business, following the process through which an organization’s activities lead to the organization’s outcome and impact, articulating the relationship between the activities, outputs, outcomes, and impacts along the so-called impact chain of a social-purpose organization (Olsen and Galimidi 2008; GSVC 2012; Hornsby and Blumberg 2013).

All these models are articulated as a guideline to develop a set of indicators/metrics, however, some of them focus on the identification of the performance dimensions (Ebrahim and Rangan 2010), whilst other models also provide a guideline to select or build the KPIs based on internal and external factors (Bagnoli and Megali 2011; Hornsby 2012; GSVC 2012; Arena, Azzone, and Bengo 2014).

The first group of contributions includes models that focus on the definition of the performance dimensions that should be considered to cover the impact chain, however, without defining a set of indicators in operational terms (Ebrahim and Rangan 2010).

Ebrahim and Rangan (2010) propose a contingency framework that specifically aims at measuring performance in social sector organizations, monitoring how organizational inputs and activities lead to outputs, outcomes, and, societal impacts. In particular, the authors suggest that, given the variety of work, aims, and capacities of social sector organizations, some organizations should measure long-term impacts, while others should stick to measure shorter-term results. Hence, they propose an approach for determining which kinds of KPIs are appropriate, as driven by the mission and goals of the organization, but do not formalize the set of indicators/metrics in a pre-defined system.
The second stream, composed by models that define both the performance dimensions and a set of KPIs, starts with Bagnoli and Megali (2011) that propose a multidimensional control system that constructs a map of indicators to measure social enterprise performance. The model is articulated into three performance dimensions: economic and financial performance, social effectiveness and institutional legitimacy. In particular, social effectiveness is defined in terms of compliance with the social mission of a social enterprise. Moreover, in matching these three dimensions, the model integrates performance measures and indicators, for instance, as concerns the economic-financial and social-effectiveness fields, an example of integrated indicator is the productivity of inputs (labor costs for services rendered, etc.). Similarly, for the economic-financial and legitimacy fields, an example is compliance with the non-distribution constraint; for the social effectiveness and legitimacy fields, the correspondence between achieved results (revenues, outcomes, impact) and the social business’s stated mission, involvement of workers and users/beneficiaries in decision making.

Hornsby (2012) proposes a Methodology for Impact Analysis and Assessment (MIAA), that focuses on an organization’s impact. MIAA comprises two main dimensions of analysis: confidence, that looks at the financial and operational performance of an organization; and impact, that focuses on the social and environmental benefits. In addition, MIA includes a mapping stage where the profiles of organisations are classified with respect to location, sector, size etc.. To evaluate the impact of activities MIAA considers the theory of change (GSVC 2012), referring to the impact chain, that starts with a breakdown of activities, mapping what inputs it is using, how these activities produce outputs, which in turn lead to outcomes. Finally, MIAA proposes a guide for the selection of appropriate indicators, with a predefined set of metrics that could be adapted to the specific characteristics of an organization. Finally, MIAA provides a guideline concerning impact reporting as the process by which the organisation communicates its results.

The Global Social Venture Competition (GSVC) in 2012 develops the Social Impact Assessment (SIA), that is thought for social enterprises. This model suggests to quantify the value of an organization through three priority indicators, connected to the three priority results that the organization wants to achieve.

This approach is based on the theory of change to describe how the activities of a social enterprise will lead to the desired final outcome and the social impact on the value chain. The model defines three steps for the social impact evaluation. The first step consists in defining the social value chain of the organization, the second step consists in the identification of three measurable indicators of social impact more correlated with the social results and in definition of the indicators calculation methodology. The third step provides the calculation of social impact indicators and the feasible plan definition to evaluation and monitoring including the unintended consequences and / or negative of the business. To guide the identification of the indicators, the model refers to the Impact Reporting Standard & Investment (IRIS) framework, that provides a reporting...
standard for the social and environmental performance of an organization. In details, IRIS provides a library of indicators with standard definitions that are applicable to different sectors (GIIN 2011).

Finally, Arena et al. (2014) propose a stepwise method for social enterprises to support the development of their own performance measurement system PMS. This framework is the result of an adaptation of the contingency model developed by Ebrahim and Rangan (2010) to social enterprises specificities. Moving from the original model, that is based on three elements: input, output and outcome, the authors elaborated a revised model that distinguished between management and social effectiveness (consistently with Bagnoli and Megali, 2011) and they introduce consistency variables based on the premise that resource employed, products produced and results achieved by a SE should be consistent with the mission of the organization. After defining the performance dimensions, the authors provide a guideline for supporting the design of the PMS. To this aim, the authors elaborate on the approaches of Fletcher et al. (2003) and Bourne and Walker (2005) to deal with the information needs of different stakeholders, and guide the construction of the KPIs.

4.3 Dashboards and scorecards

The third group of models includes dashboards and scorecards aimed to identify a set of indicators and metrics to cover different performance dimensions, that are considered representative of the results of the social business organization. These models generally refer to the objectives of the organization itself and define a set of indicators covering different areas / performance dimensions.

Beside these commonalities, the proposed approaches present some peculiar characteristics, that make them somehow different from one another. First, they can be distinguished based on the criteria used to define the performance dimensions and to select the KPIs within each area. On the one hand, some models rely on the social and economic goals of the organization and articulate the performance dimensions accordingly (defining monetary metrics or not), other models embrace a stakeholder perspective and articulate the performance dimensions based on stakeholders’ priorities. A second element of differentiation refers to the inclusion of a guideline to drive the process of selection of the performance dimensions and the KPIs. In other words, some of the analysed models are configured as a step-wise approach aimed to support the development of a performance measurement system for social businesses. Finally, the latter element of differentiation refers to the integration of the dashboard with a synthetic measure to “sum up” the overall social impact.

The first group of contributions includes some modification of the balanced scorecard proposed by Kaplan and Norton in 1996, in order to make the original model more adherent to the social business paradigm (Kaplan 2001; Moore 2003; Somers 2005; Bull 2007). These models generally result in changes of the scorecard dimensions, and integration of further performance areas, however, without a significant shift in
the unpinning logic of the balanced scorecard – i.e. deploying the strategic objective of an organization into operational objectives in order to capture how value is created (Brignall 2003).

Kaplan proposes an adaptation of the balanced scorecard model for not for profit organizations. Kaplan starts from the consideration that, for these organizations, the agency’s mission represents the rationale for their existence and put it at the center of the scorecard model (Kaplan 2001). Then, since the realization of the mission is characterized by a time lag, the measures in the four main perspectives of the Balanced Scorecard provide the short- to intermediate-term targets and feedback. In this way, the model seeks to bridge the gap between vague mission and strategy statements and day-to-day operational actions, shifting the attention of a not for profit organization from programs and initiatives to their results and outcomes.

Somers (2005) introduces three main changes to the original balanced scorecard model to adapt it to the needs of a social enterprise. First, he adds an additional layer, introducing social goals above the financial perspective; second, he broadens the financial perspective to focus on sustainability; third, the customer perspective is widened to capture a larger number of stakeholder groups.

Lastly, Bull (2007), again adapting the model to the context of social enterprises, partially modifies the original perspectives into multi-bottom line; stakeholders’ environment; internal activities (related to structure, communication, quality…), and learning organization (dealing with training and knowledge management).

In this stream of references, is also included Moore (2003) model, who proposes the Public Value Score Card as an adaptation of original balance scorecard for not for profit organizations, as a mean to capture the specificities of not for profit organizations. This model is graphically represented by a “strategic triangle”, that directs the attention of decision makers to three aspects that are highly critical to develop and implement an entity’s strategy. The first point of the triangle, the value circle, focuses the attention on what constitutes the ultimate value the organization seeks to produce. The second point of the triangle, the legitimacy and support circle, focuses attention on “customers” that author described as “third party payers” including under this label both those customers who pay for the service, or benefit from it, and those who cover some portion of the costs i.e. donors and government. The third point of the triangle focuses the attention on the “operational capacity”, that aims to explain whether an enterprise has the ability to achieve the desired goals.

This set of models captures the social, economic and financial dimension and support the definition of related KPIs. However, they provide a static framework, without an explicit connection to the whole value chain (McLoughlin et al. 2009).

The second group of contributions includes models that embrace a stakeholder perspective to define the performance dimensions and to select the indicators and metrics (Simmons 2003; Bassi 2011).
Bassi (2011) elaborates a measurement tool for nonprofit organizations called Social Added Value Evaluation System that focuses on the participative nature of these organizations. He identifies the contribution of a not for profit organization in the production of relational value and creation of social capital. In particular, the system distinguishes between Economic and Cultural and Political Added Value, which together form the Total Societal Added Value that a third sector organization conveys to society. For each dimension, the author identifies some sub-dimensions and observable elements. For instance, the capacity to produce good relationships is described as the degree of “internal relational capacity”, i.e. the frequency among internal stakeholders and the intensity (strategic importance) of these relationships; “external relational capacity”, i.e. the frequency of relationships with the external stakeholders; and intensity (strategic importance) of this relationship. Then, the author identifies seven KPIs for the internal relational capacity and measures the other aspect mainly through a questionnaire aimed to detect the extent and importance of the network of relationships the organizations are involved.

Simmons (2003) focuses on the stakeholders’ perspective as a key to develop a performance management system, basing his model on the assumption that effective governance must incorporates the views of different stakeholders in the decision making process. Hence, the model proposed by Simmons relies on the use of different stakeholders’ perspectives to determine legitimacy and priority of different business activities / choices. To this aim, the stakeholder analysis is used to determine the relevance of different aspects that should be measured and the performance management system is seen as a “negotiated outcome” among stakeholders. This view raises the critical issue of how to achieve stakeholder consensus on different KPIs and relationships among them, and both models don’t focus on the monetary metrics.

The third group of contributions includes those models that are configured as a guideline to support the identification of the performance dimensions and the related KPIs. These models generally provide both a conceptual framework and a practical approach to define the indicators, defining a sequence of steps to tailor the KPIs to the specific characteristics of social business and the informative needs of managers (DTA 2008; McLoughlin et al. 2009).

The Fit for Purpose model has been proposed by the Development Trusts Association in 2008, as a diagnostic tool to help a new or developing social enterprise to assess its strengths and weaknesses. The tool consists of five sections: governance, enterprise and business planning, financial management, partnership working and policies and procedures. For each section, there is set of up to seven KPIs; and for each KPI a guideline is provided to better specify the indicator and assess it according to a three-point rating scale (Development Trusts Association 2008).

McLoughlin et al. (2009) propose a guideline for social impact measurement of social enterprises (SEs), that is labelled SIMPLE, that stands for Social Impact for Local Economy. The Simple model combines elements of
competitive analysis with the development of a performance measurement model, based on a five-steps approach. These steps help SE managers to conceptualize the impact problem; identify and prioritize impacts for measurement; develop appropriate impact measures; report impacts and integrate the results in management decision making and the culture of the organization. Furthermore, this model provides some criteria for defining a set of indicators to measure the impact produced by the social business organization, here labelled Key Impact Indicators.

Finally, Yang, Rong-Hwa, and Yun-Chen (2014) propose the Performance Assessment Model for Social Enterprise. This is a hierarchical model articulated along three levels. At the first level, three performance dimensions are identified: essence of social enterprise, social impact, business operations. At the second level, each dimension is further articulated into more specific areas, to whom is associated a set of assessment factors or KPIs (third level). The essence of social enterprise is further articulated into two areas, that are the social mission and the social entrepreneur. The social mission comprises four assessment factors: having a clear social mission, satisfactory correlation between social mission and operation, support of social mission by stakeholders, understanding of the social mission by members. The social entrepreneur is divided into three assessment factors: cognition degree of social mission, transforming social mission into a clear goal of social enterprise, ability to achieve a social mission. Similarly, social impact is divided into two areas: social contribution with six assessment factors (e.g. mitigation of social problems, creating positive community benefits), and social outcome with four assessment factors (e.g. creating or improving social products, creative value of innovative value). Business operations are further disaggregated into three areas: the firm survival that comprises five assessment factors (e.g. stability of resource supply, ability to use and integrate resources); the social relationship that comprises four factors (e.g. scope of social networks, ability to promote social mission), and the future potential that comprises six factors (e.g. ability to afford products and services continuously and maintaining good relationships with stakeholders). The relationship among the dimensions, areas and assessment factors is a network structure, for which the model defines the relationships between different factors and the relative weights.

The last model is characterized by the integration of the dashboard approach with a synthetic indicator (Meadows and Pike 2000). In this work, the authors identify three dimensions: Business Model, Financial Return, Organization Development, to whom they associate a set of KPIs that are interrelated and that reflect a coherent strategy from different stakeholders’ point of view. Then a synthetic indicator, the SROI (see section 4.1 for a discussion of this indicator) is proposed to capture the value of the benefits that accrue to a wider constituency as a consequence of the existence and interventions of a particular social enterprise.

5. Discussion and conclusion
This paper starts from the idea that the lack of shared and recognized indicators and metrics represents a relevant obstacle to the growth of the social business sector since it limits the ability of these organizations of ensuring transparency and accountability (Nicholls 2009), attracting investors (Wilston 2014; Saltuk et al. 2014), mobilizing resources (Plotnieks 2014) monitoring business operations (Arena, Azone, and Bengo 2014) and managing the balance of power among the actors considering their different objectives (EC 2014).

Several authors, recognizing the importance of indicators and metrics to foster the growth of the social business sector, have proposed different models, characterized by different inherent features, that can be broadly grouped into three main categories: synthetic indicators, process based approaches and dashboards and scorecards. Hence, as follows, the research first discusses how these models answer to the interests of the key stakeholders of the social business sector, identifying the strengths and weaknesses of each approach. Then, it draws some concluding remarks, moving from a single stakeholder view, to the overall social business ecosystem.

Starting with the first issue, the paper highlights, for each stakeholder, his informative needs and the models that appear more suitable to respond to them. The investors, for instance, are interested in understanding the potentialities of different funding opportunities to decide who / what they want to finance. From this perspective, models that propose synthetic indicators, such as SROI, allow to compare the results of different organizations. On the other hand, grant-makers need to achieve a more comprehensive view of how a social business organization operates. In this case, models that are more complete can better respond to the funder’s need of assessing the social impact produced. The Gamma Model (Grabenwarter and Liechtenstein 2011), for example, goes into this direction by complementing a synthetic metric with different impact performance indicators and impact investment performance indicators.

Policy makers, as already discussed, could play different roles with respect to social business organizations, since they could act as funders, contractors or lawmaker. Accordingly, their informative needs can change significantly. In the first case, they informative needs and the related indicators are aligned with those of the grant-makers, since, in this case, they are interesting in understanding the social impact produced by their investments. When they act as contractors, they aim to control service performance more in details, which calls for some disaggregated measures, that can be obtained through process based approaches. Finally, when they act as a policy maker, for instance to redefine different aspects of the legal framework or making choices about priorities in the public spending allocation, they need a complete picture of the value chain and the impacts determined in its different stages. From this perspective, process-based approaches and synthetic metrics could serve these requirements better.

Finally, decision makers within social business organizations have to monitor a comprehensive set of parameters, in order to achieve an overall picture of the organization’s performance. From this perspective, dashboards and process-based models appear to be most suitable to answer to this stakeholder’s interests.
Dashboards and scorecards models, as previously highlighted, try and adapt the original Kaplan and Norton’s Balanced Scorecard to the characteristics of the social business (Kaplan 2001; Moore 2003; Somers 2005; Bull 2007). However, these models do not propose a set of indicators, but provide a framework to develop it. Hence, they could be integrated with some standard frameworks that provide extensive examples of indicators and metrics, as Development Trusts Association (2008), and McLoughlin et al. 2009 and Yang and Lee (2014). On the other hand, a sound alternative / integration compared to dashboards is represented by process based models, that provide a picture process of the “production” of a social service articulating the analysis of social business performances in inputs-outputs-outcomes and impacts. Similarly to dashboards, they should be integrated with standard frameworks (Hornsby 2012; GSVC 2012; Arena et al. 2014).

These considerations, however, do not take into account at all the complexity and dynamism of the relationships that characterize the social business ecosystem. The new configurations that are currently emerging in the social business sector, in fact, rely on the establishment of partnerships and collaborative relationships among the above actors, that are pushed by new financial supply chains (EU 2014, Wilston 2014). Since these actors play a different role in the financial supply chain, some trade-off emerge and are reflected in the specific interests of each of these players. For example, considering the case of a project where payments to the investors are based on the social changes generated (as in the case of social impact bonds), there could be a complex pattern of interests. Policy makers, in fact, could focus on governmental cost savings and social impact generated for the community, investors could focus on financial returns and decision makers could focus on monetizable societal changes.

This problem is further amplified by the progressive broadening of the actors involved in the social business ecosystem, in particular in connection to the social impact investment market (Bugg-Levine and Emerson 2011) that includes social ventures, intermediaries and impact investors. These new actors are carriers of a new “incentive system” that is strongly informed by the emerging of new financing opportunities, further stretching the above trade-offs. In this new scenario, the measurement problem moves from a technical sphere, related to what indicators, what metrics are more suitable for each player to the governance sphere, where metrics and indicators are influenced, and in turns could influence, the balance of power among different actors.

As highlighted above, the measurement infrastructure in the social business sector is still in its infancy, hence it is likely to be informed by the actors that will be able to become more influential in the specific context. For instance, if in the emerging financial supply chain, traditional players of the financial markets will prevail, indicators and metrics could follow more traditional logics, focusing on financial returns. Oddly, this could determine an over-emphasis on financial results in the social business sector, at a time when many private sector organizations have been moving towards more comprehensive indicators and metrics (G8 2014).
On the contrary, if the ecosystem will develop in a more balanced way or if social business organizations will be able to take on a leading role in setting the agenda, indicators and metrics are expected to be more focused on social impacts, maybe disregarding financial returns. At any rate, this evolution will be influenced by the evolution of the social business ecosystem, for whom at present is difficult to make a prevision, and practice variations can be expected in different fields and different countries.

Furthermore, it is worthy of mentioning that metrics and indicators could play a crucial role in influencing political bargaining processes and power relationships among different actors within an organization and, more in general, within the whole eco-system at the policy level (Brignal and Modell 2003). Measuring something provides not only the basis for managing it (Emerson 2003), but it is typically central in decisions concerning performance evaluation, resource allocation, and new policy developments (Lepoutre et al. 2013). Hence, the choice of a specific metric compared to another could lead to a larger or smaller recognition of the contribution of the social business sector itself, eventually favoring or hampering future potential developments.

From this perspective, looking at the single stakeholder is relatively not useful because he is influenced by his own interests; instead governments and policy makers at the international level should take on the responsibility of ensuring that the negotiation among different stakeholders happens in a fair context. In this light, they should define proper governance mechanisms, embracing a systemic view of the eco-system, and ensure the development of a fair measurement infrastructure. This appears particularly important in order to avoid to lose the opportunity of leveraging on social business in order to improve the provision of social services and address some of the big societal challenges that have been discussed in the beginning of the paper.

A final consideration concerns the need of fostering a cultural change, that goes beyond the introduction of indicators and metrics, in order to integrate societal impacts in the economic system. Metrics and indicators are fundamental to favor the establishment of virtuous circle whereby investors can invest (instead of donate) in a social business initiative, that in turns ensure a financial return and is committed (and locked) to create social value and determine concrete impacts. This could play a role in fostering a more equitable economic system.

This cultural change is partially taking place in terms of policies. The emphasis that the European Commission is placing upon the growth of social business and impact investing as a more effective way to answer to emerging social challenges provides evidence of the commitment of policy makers in this field. This attention is further confirmed by the recent OECD report entitled “New Investments Approaches for Addressing Social and Economic Challenges” (Wilston 2014), and by the results of the Working Group on impact measurement (under the direct supervision of the Social Impact Investment Task Force). Policy makers at different levels
recognize a central role to the governments in creating the “right” infrastructure to strengthen new private-public partnership models, to scale up innovative solutions and to ensure the alignment between capital demand (social business) and capital offer (impact investing).

For ensuring this alignment, it is important that every Country, succeed in beating “the invisible heart of markets” (G8 2014), defining adequate laws to facilitate the growth of social business, implementing technical support for social enterprises and helping private sector organizations to see in the social impact dimension a strategic driver for investment allocation.

The attention of policy makers is also reflected in the evolution of practices embraced by for-profit organizations. In this field, traditional accounting frameworks have been evolving over time, creating a bridge between different accounting instruments, as in the case of new guidelines entitled “Linking GRI and IRIS” (GRI and IRIS 2014). These guidelines aim to help impact investors to make a connection between IRIS and GRI, aggregating and comparing performance in a reliable way. The relevance of this issue is confirmed by the results of a survey conducted by the GIIN and J.P. Morgan (Saltuk et al. 2014), where more than two-thirds of respondents agree about the need of standardized impact metrics to foster the development of the industry.

This paper signs a potential contribution to both theory and practice. From an academic perspective, the paper analyses the state of the art literature in a systemic way, highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of different approaches and connecting them to the information needs of key stakeholders in the social business sector. Coherently with prior research in the field, the paper underlines how metrics and indicators are a fundamental factor to foster the development of the social business sector. In particular, it highlights how indicators and metrics can contribute to favor the alignment between supply and demand in the financial supply chain, in the light of a broader vision of social business ecosystem and its potential trajectories of development. For practitioners, this paper delivers a pragmatic perspective on how social impact can be evaluated and which tools can better answer to the interests of different stakeholders, considering that practitioners themselves (including investors, social entrepreneurs, policy makers) are those that are more involved in the measurement issue.

In the end, the paper discusses potential areas for future development of this research. As regards the stakeholders, it carried out a first analysis that is based on the current state of the art. Since the social business sector is under significant development, the information needs of different stakeholders and the related indicators and metrics could change following the evolution of the ecosystem and the incidence and power of these stakeholders may vary considerably between countries, parts of the social business sector or moment in time. From this perspective, future research could embrace the ecosystem perspective and address in more depths, through an empirical analysis, the role of metrics and indicators in balancing the
powers of different actors in the social business ecosystem. Concerning this issue some aspects that appear to be particularly interesting deal with the governance system of the measurement infrastructure – for instance is a third sector agency that monitors performance in the social sector a potential solution to the measurement challenge?
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps of the scoping review</th>
<th>How the step was performed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identifying questions</td>
<td>The key questions we attempted to answer are: Which indicators and metrics can be used in social business? What approaches can be used to support the identification of indicators and metrics? Do these approaches really respond to objectives and information needs of different stakeholders?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying relevant literature</td>
<td>We adopted a strategy that involved searching for research evidence via different sources: electronic databases, hand-searching of key journals, existing networks, relevant organisations and conferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selecting the literature</td>
<td>We included papers that propose indicators, conceptual frameworks and guidelines for selecting indicators and metrics in social business (considering not for profit, social enterprises, impact finance initiatives). A preliminary selection was based on the title and abstract of the papers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charting the data</td>
<td>Materials collected was charted according to three main type of approach: synthetic indicators, process based models, and dashboards and scorecards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collating, summarizing and reporting the results</td>
<td>The results of the review are presented in section four according to the three categories outlined above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 – The scoping review
Figure 1 – Approaches used to define indicators and metrics for social business